


result is the removal of large loads of existing nitrogen pollution and excellent treatment for any future 

growth 

To reject a canal outfall location for the discharge of this highly treated water out-of-hand is to accept that 

it is better to continue to pollute shallow, much more environmentally sensitive places such as Buttermilk 

Bay with untreated septic system discharges. 

We believe that a solid scientific foundation underlies the Upper Bay Project, but we encourage everyone 

not to just take our word for it. The Town of Bourne has full access to the Woods Hole scientists who have 

studied the project to date, and we very much look forward to working with the town's own consultants at 

Environmental Partners as they evaluate the proposal. 

Born From community Need 

The Upper Bay Project was born oul of the common challenges facing each of the partner communities 

and Mass Maritime. Each are struggling with degraded waters and all need additional treatment capacity 

to provide treatment to more homes and businesses in their town. Towns asked the Coalition to help 

coordinate and secure grant funds to develop the idea It has not been difficult to do so with nearly 

$800,000 in design funds contributed by the US Environmental Protection Agency to date. Big ideas have 

the potential to attract big dollars, and this is something all towns desperately need Both the EPA and the 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection have made their enthusiasm for the evaluation of 

the proiect very clear as a way to solve the serious wastewater challenges each town is facing 

The Bottom Line 

This Upper Bay regional solution is a big, complicated, multi-town project. Every community involved and 

Mass Maritime need to consider the benefits of joining together against the alternative of "going it alone." 

There is no "do nothing· option available unless we are all willing to watch the continuing degradation of 

our coastal waters. In the end, I expect that the decision to move forward together or not will be based 

largely on local financial and governance considerations. We will do our best to assist communities with 

the information they need to evaluate these questions, but these issue are not our core expertise; the bay 

IS 

The Buzzards Bay Coalition got involved in the Upper Bay pro1ect because the outcome it would produce 

is by far the best environmental outcome for our bay for decades to come. We are confident that anyone 

who takes the time to evaluate the science will come to the same conclusion. 

Mark Rasmussen has served as president of the Buzzards Bay Coa/tllon since 1998. 
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